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The Future of Strategic Information and Cyber-Enabled Information Operations

Abstract
To prepare for future challenges across the continuum of conflict, the United States (US) must optimize how it manages, counters, defends, and exploits the effects of information by organizing for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations across and through multiple domains. Currently, information related capabilities are fielded across the United States Government (USG) among multiple organizations and agencies, and therefore lack efficiencies normally gained through combined action, unity of command, and unity of effort. In considering a solution to these challenges, this study examines historic and current examples of successful information operations to show organization matters, and reviews options to organize for future engagements. The methodology used to conclude a new approach is necessary is patterned after a 1941 study on production requirements for the US to enter World War II. This article similarly considers answers to related questions, and shows the creation of an organization and the designation of a senior official responsible for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations empowers the nation to integrate, synchronize, and harmonize activities pursuant to a national and defense information strategy, thereby making the joint force more lethal, and posturing the USG for dominance in the information environment.
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Introduction

Russian cyber-enabled influence and information operations have a proven record of challenging United States and NATO interests. Over the past few years, Russia has conducted a global influence campaign using the Internet and social media assessed to be the most successful in history.¹ Russia refined its thinking on strategic influence in places like Crimea and Georgia, where it had created a hybrid approach to conventional warfare. Employing a whole of government effort, Russia leverages its military and intelligence capabilities to conduct global strategic influence operations, which includes the exploitation of online media platforms, financial support to criminal organizations, and the use of propaganda to shape international opinion and counter perceived Western influence attempts.² The Stockholm International Peace Research project found Russia spent $61.4 billion on defense in 2018, which was sixth in the world.³ Of their total budget, Russia dedicates an estimated $400–$500 million annually on its foreign information efforts.⁴

A January 2018 U.S. Senate report chronicled Russian disinformation efforts in 19 countries.⁵ Russia has focused operations not only against the United States and NATO members, but also former Soviet States, and in Syria, where it has integrated and synchronized its online activity with its information campaign to project power and advance Putin’s political goals.⁶ In the Brexit case alone, University of California at Berkeley research identified 150,000 Twitter accounts with ties to Russia that disseminated messages in favor of Britain leaving the European Union (EU).⁷ Polling before the vote indicated a majority of British citizens wished to remain a part of the EU; however, the final vote was closer, with 51.9 percent of the votes to leave with 48.1 percent voting to remain.⁸ Strategists anticipate that Russia will continue to evolve its information capabilities to affect friendly, neutral, or hostile audiences.⁹ Hence, the Brexit example clearly presage that Russia’s use of information will continue to destabilize and weaken United States interests globally if unchecked.

In addition to Russia, the threat from other foreign information operations is increasing. Research published in the Washington Post cites Iran, Saudi Arabia, China, Israel, Venezuela and others as employing influence operations across borders to advance geopolitical goals.¹⁰ Former
Secretary of the Air Force Heather Wilson identified information operations as a rising threat that requires the Pentagon’s focus. “Our adversaries are often better at shaping the perception of what’s going on than we are...Russia and China are better at that than we are because we just don’t think that way,” she said in May 2019.11

The effectiveness of a government’s information capabilities is a reflection of how it is organized. The United States Government (USG) and DoD oftentimes struggle to organize for information and cyber-enabled information campaigns that would afford decision makers flexible options to advance and defend political ideals. Frequently, the USG holds its vast information capabilities in uncoordinated stovepipes, and misses potential strategic advantages gained through combined action, unity of command, and unity of effort.12 Russia has overcome these organizational barriers, and according to RAND analyst Bruce McClintock, “The Russian information operations system, combined with the Russian form of centralized government control, allows it to launch cyber-operations with greater speed, agility, and brazenness than most analysts believe is possible in the West.”13

The United States must improve its ability to compete in the information environment. The methodology used here to examine what improvements are required follows a pattern of inquiries similar to those employed in Major Albert Wedemeyer’s 1941 study to estimate production requirements for the United States to enter World War II.14 His thinking was in order to know how to organize for the future, he had to know what missions the military would execute. Therefore, Maj Wedemeyer turned his attention to understanding national policy, linking the strategic end state to an estimate for increased military capacity. This article similarly considers answers to a series of questions:

1. What is the national objective of the United States when it comes to information operations and cyber-enabled information operations?
2. What strategy will accomplish the national objective?
3. What organizational construct is necessary to execute the strategy?
4. What resources are required to execute the strategy?
5. What is necessary to constitute, equip, and train those forces?
The first two questions have answers in existing guidance. The national objective for strategic information operations has the broad definition of informing and shaping the perceptions of specific audiences in order to gain or maintain a competitive advantage. The 2016 DoD Strategy for Operations in the Information Environment provides a roadmap to achieve the national objective.

This article focuses on questions 3-5. In order to answer how the DoD should organize for and execute strategic operations in the information environment, a historical review is necessary. It will help frame the problem and illuminate lessons that should apply towards preparing for future approaches. To this end, this article will begin by discussing case studies to provide an organizational framework for strategic influence. It will then offer recommendations for an organizational construct to enable the USG to win future information wars.

Organization Matters

History illustrates the value of an organized capability to conduct and defend against strategic information operations. The British during World War II established an organization for controlling the dissemination of specific information to the Germans. The design of the British system included centralized control of the strategic influence initiative focusing on the employment of turned foreign agents and other human sources. According to J.C. Masterman, the W. Board, comprised of Britain’s senior leaders, specifically the three directors of intelligence, Chief of the Security Service, and the head of the B. Division in M.I.5 (similar to the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigations), oversaw the strategic direction of plans and operations using agents as information pathways to deliver select messages to desired recipients. Subordinate to the W. Board, the Twenty Committee (XX Committee) oversaw the general day-to-day management of the specific operations, and became the focal point for all information transmitted to the enemy. Masterman stressed that the British successfully used this system to integrate and synchronize information used to steer German thinking and behavior in part because there was a section dedicated to the special work. In other words, there was centralized control of the system, but also decentralized execution through multiple departments. Such a model highlights that a government’s ability to engage in strategic information operations is most successful when there is
an integrated organizational and operational construct, with access to strategic levels of government, to manage influence operations conducted across multiple agencies, departments, and domains.

Documents recovered from the archives of the Stasi secret police and East Germany’s Politburo highlights a similar approach employed by the Soviets during the Cold War. At the time, General Ivan Ivanovich Agayants, the first director of the KGB Disinformation Department, devised an information operation to suggest the resurgence of Nazism in order to generate fear and distrust of West Germans. Soviet agents painted swastikas and anti-Semitic slogans on synagogues and other buildings in major cities worldwide. The global response was damaging to West Germany. Some viewed the paintings as representative of a rising tide of Nazism, and leading newspapers published articles along this theme. It also marginalized West German diplomats. There were economic impacts as storeowners removed German goods from stores and supervisors fired German employees. Religious leaders viewed the anti-Semitic messages as “proof that the German nation had not overcome its past.” In an act that suggested the potential fracturing of post-World War II alliances, some questioned if West Germany could be trusted as a NATO member. Author John Barron, in his book KGB: The Secret Work of Soviet Secret Agents, wrote the practice of Russian disinformation and organized deception is a “legacy of Lenin imbedded in Soviet custom,” and the use of information operations remained an instrument consistent with Soviet national policy. Therefore, information operations from the Russian perspective remain calculated in a systematic approach to mislead, confound, or inflame foreign opinion.

More recently, there have been isolated attempts within the U.S. Defense Department to posture organizational resources to fight effectively in the information domain. For example, in the global conflict against the Islamic State, one combatant command implemented a reorganization to integrate and synchronize lethal and non-lethal effects, notably by aligning Information Related Capabilities (IRCs) previously located and managed by leaders in their J2, J3, and J6 offices under a single advocate for information operations in the operations division (J3). A senior defense official noted, “We must be organized properly” to be effective at information operations. This example shows that organization was the
solution to harmonize the effects of multiple strategic communication tools found in otherwise disjointed and stove-piped IRCs.

The British, Soviet experiences, and the Islamic State example illustrate that strategic information operations are more successful when an organization dedicated to information related activities, both offensive and defensive, is responsible for management and oversight of the operations. The World War II and Cold War examples show that when centrally managed, information operations inform and shape specific audience perceptions in order to gain a competitive advantage. The United States presently lacks a unified framework to identify, defend, counter, integrate, and synchronize its available information capabilities for multi domain operations, and it should consider a new organizational construct to address these challenges in the future.

Preparing for the Strategic Future

The Joint Staff in the Joint Operating Environment (JOE) 2035 predicted future activities would include adversaries focused on espousing or reinforcing information warfare and propaganda efforts with military action.24 Cyber intelligence consultant Emilio Iasiello cites Russian strategists who stress information warfare “will be the starting point of every action now called the new-type of warfare (a hybrid war) in which broad use will be made of the mass media and, where feasible, the global computer networks (blogs, various social networks, and other resources).”25 These future activities will not be limited to state actors, such as Russia. The U.S. Marine Corps security environment forecast for 2030-2045 envisioned that “information operations and strategic communication as part of a whole-of-government approach will grow in importance.”26 Even non-state actors in the future will “wage a propaganda war on terms far more favorable to them than to conventional militaries or governments.”27

To prepare for challenges across the continuum of conflict, including hybrid warfare, DoD must manage and exploit the effects of information by conducting and defending against strategic information operations. To be successful, the Joint Force will need to engage in operations through all domains to capture data and process intelligence to identify malign actors and understand their intentions in order to counter the use of “ideas,
images, and violence designed to manipulate the United States and its allies."28 Concurrently, it will need to employ information offensively to support achievement of military objectives.

The military services have begun to adapt their organization frameworks in an attempt to prioritize information operations, although inconsistently. For example, the Marine Corps has a new deputy commandant for information.29 The Air Force created a new information operations career field, and a dedicated technical training school opened in fiscal year (FY) 2019.30 The Navy stood-up the Naval Information Warfare Development Center to grow a skilled cadre of information warfare professionals for battlefronts of the future.31 The Army established a pilot program to identify where service information operations capabilities should reside, budgeting $14.7 million for training in FY 2019.32 The inconsistent application for how to organize for strategic operations in the information environment reflects how widely debated the topic remains among policy makers.

A leading organizational proposal under consideration is the creation of a national information office. In testimony to the Senate Armed Service committee, The Honorable Michael D. Lumpkin, former Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict (ASD/SOLIC), argued the merits for creating a national information office. He considered a model for the office advocated for by former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, which was the resurrection of the now defunct United States Information Agency (USIA), although Director Clapper opined the reestablished USIA would need to be more robust based on the emerging information landscape.33 While agreeing there would be benefits with reconstituting the USIA, Lumpkin acknowledged there were also challenges and other issues that led to its disestablishment. Instead of the USIA, Lumpkin argued for elevating the U.S. State Department’s Global Engagement Center (GEC) to a position similar in status to the Director of National Intelligence. In doing so, it would align authority, responsibility, and accountability for information operations under a single office, and a single information strategy.34

At present, the GEC, charged with “leading the USG’s efforts to counter propaganda and disinformation from international terrorist organizations and foreign countries,” has limited resources and capacity.35 According to
Thomas Hill, a former House senior staffer, “If people were serious about combating Russian propaganda, you have to be honest -- $80 million and 50 people in the basement of the State Department [are] not going to cut it. That is not enough.”36 A January 2018 U.S. Senate report specified, “In early 2017, Congress provided the State Departments [GEC] the resources and mandate to address the Kremlin disinformation campaigns, but operations have been stymied by the Department’s hiring freeze and unnecessarily long delays by its senior leadership in transferring authorized funds to the office.”37 In April 2018, a U.S. Combatant Command senior representative engaged in information operations said he was unaware of any GEC messaging efforts, pithily stating, “They ain’t talking to us.”38 Another official familiar with the GEC’s efforts in Europe’s Black Sea Region described them in terms that were limited in scope to ensuring that ongoing individual U.S. government efforts were “complementary.”39 Consequently, the GEC may not be a suitable option to oversee strategic information operations without significant additional investments. Therefore, assigning the lead for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations within the DoD may be a more attractive alternative.

The 2018 NDAA might enable such an alternative. This act directs the Secretary of Defense to designate a senior official responsible for multidomain strategic information operations. Further, it directs the creation of a “cross-functional task force to integrates DoD organizations responsible for information operations, military deception, public affairs, electronic warfare, and cyber operations.”40 According to Dr. Christopher Paul, “It seems self-evident that if we are to avoid information fratricide, we need to be coordinating all the messages and signals.”41 The office’s primary responsibility would be to produce strategy, conduct planning, and champion a budget meant to “counter, deter, and conduct strategic information operations and cyber-enabled information operations.”42 The office would be responsible for determining what information to disseminate to a given audience, and what information to protect from disclosure. Establishing the office would clarify roles and responsibilities, and reduce bureaucracy by implementing an integrated structure for offensive and defensive information operations that can move at the speed of our adversaries.
There are two cogent options under the current defense structure to consider for implementation of the NDAA direction. The first is to align information responsibilities to the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (USD(I)). Information operations, however, are military operations and require intelligence support, but they are not directly intelligence operations. While OUSD(I) could assume a greater role, it does not appear to be the most appropriate office for information operations. Alternatively, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (USD(P)) could assume these new responsibilities. On face value, this would be a logical placement as current policy assigns responsibility to the OUSD(P) for oversight of information operations in the DoD, and USD(P) acts as the principal staff advisor to the Secretary of Defense for information. History suggests, however, there are disadvantages to a more robust OUSD(P) role.

A previous attempt to align strategic information operations under OUSD(P) ended with great controversy. In 2001, OSD created the Office of Strategic Influence and it reported directly to the USD(P). Although originally focused on defense issues linked to constructing strategy and objectives targeting specific audiences, OSD envisioned the Office would eventually become an established interagency organization with the charter to conduct strategic influence campaigns. However, someone with knowledge of the office and its mission leaked information to the media suggesting the Office would seed foreign media with misinformation and false messages. Public uproar ensued, and as a result, then Secretary Rumsfeld closed the office.

The controversy could recur if there was a repeat of the initiative. In her 2003 Army War College article, LTC Susan Gough interviewed a senior official with knowledge of OUSD(P) inner dynamics. She quotes the senior official as stating there remained fears that “whoever sabotaged [the Office of Strategic Influence]” will sabotage future efforts as well. Although this incident occurred in 2001, senior leaders would need to evaluate the risk of a greater OUSD(P) role for information operations. Ultimately, revisiting the approach of reassigning strategic information operations to OUSD(P) may have a similar outcome as experienced in 2001.
Additionally, there are challenges with the current construct of aligning information operations under either OUSD(I) or OUSD(P) during a crisis. According to LTG P.K. Keen, a key observation from Joint Task Force (JTF)-Haiti was the need to communicate with a multitude of audiences in one voice.\textsuperscript{48} To assist in this effort, the JTF established a Joint Information and Interagency Center (JIIC), an organizational construct LTG Keen recommended be codified for future JTFs. Within the JIIC, there would be a team dedicated to social media, blogs, websites, and other resources, such as public affairs media professionals, ready to advance the strategic narrative and counter any misinformation through cyber-enabled information operations. Further, the center would serve as a centralized information coordination and synchronization hub for all messaging and information sharing from the tactical to strategic levels.\textsuperscript{49}

More senior defense leaders believe that centralized organization matters for how to conduct information operations in the future and are making changes. The Secretary of Defense assigned the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) as the Joint Proponent for Military Information Support Operations (MISO), and directed USSOCOM to establish a centralized DoD MISO Global Messaging/Counter Messaging capability, with $1.8 million allocated in FY 2019 for the initiative.\textsuperscript{50} Further, LTG Stephen Fogarty, U.S. Army Cyber Commander, said the Army is moving towards merging its cyber and electronic warfare functional areas. LTG Fogarty believes, “It's time to think seriously about absorbing other historically-distinct mission areas – or tribes – including information operations.”\textsuperscript{51}

Another option available consistent with LTG Fogarty’s August 2019 announcement to absorb information operations into U.S. Army Cyber Command, and change its name to the Army Information Warfare Command, is the potential for U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) to assume responsibility as global synchronizer for United States strategic information operations and cyber-enabled information options.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, USCYBERCOM could restructure into an Information Warfare Command similar to the Army model. USCYBERCOM hosted a panel that considered this option. An October 2018 USCYBERCOM Cyber Strategy Symposium highlighted the ongoing challenges experienced by the current practice of subdividing information operations and cyberspace capabilities, however, the proposed solutions focused on what
USCYBERCOM could do to augment the nation’s ability to conduct strategic influence operations rather than moving to oversee these operations. While USCYBERCOM is postured to deliver operationalized information or defend against an adversary’s information attacks in cyberspace, the multi-domain nature of the mission and associated requirements for the information enterprise appear to align more with NDAA direction to assign these responsibilities to a senior official at the undersecretary of defense level.

Recommendations to Organize for Strategic Information Operations

An organizational construct led by an Under Secretary of Defense for Information Operations (USD(IO)) would posture the United States for dominance in the information environment. The new undersecretary, consistent with NDAA 2018 direction, would be responsible for oversight of strategic information policy and guidance. Further, the USD(IO) would hold responsibility for resource management leading to Department-wide integration of information operations and cyber-enabled operations. It would also create a strategic framework and guidance for cross-functional information and cyber-enabled operations. Additionally, it would be responsible for a common operating paradigm and guidance to counter adversary propaganda, influence, and deception activities targeting the United States. It would take appropriate action to maintain the integrity of elections, and prevent a foreign power from adversely influencing the outcome of an initiative such as Brexit. The following diagram outlines the notional alignment of IRCs under the USD(IO).
In addition to the above responsibilities, one particular function the OUSD(IO) would conduct is a dedicated effort to identify and understand funding of adversary online propaganda tools. Law enforcement, financial, counterintelligence and other intelligence capabilities would have significant roles in mapping the network. As appropriate, this effort would provide decision makers with information on how an adversary resources
propaganda generation to support policy decisions on countering propaganda. According to a foreign senior official familiar with Russian propaganda efforts in Europe, a capability to identify and counter Russia’s ability to fund their information operations would serve as the most critical measure to combat disinformation efforts. To prevent the misuse of authorities, the U.S. Government should create an Inspector General for Information.

The proposed organizational framework enables a sophisticated mechanism to generate, coordinate, “deconflict,” and manage the delivery of strategic United States messaging to achieve national and departmental informational objectives through the full spectrum of intelligence, counterintelligence, diplomatic, economic, and other appropriate capabilities. Further, it would better afford the USG the ability to identify and counter adversary misinformation, deceptions, and propaganda, linking defensive and offensive capabilities. Additionally, the organization should include a dedicated staff of trained planners and associated specialists whom have access to national and defense senior leaders, to include the National Security Council, in order to shape an information narrative to advance policy goals consistent with a national information strategy.

This evolving capability forms the basis for DoD strategic communication. Dr. Paul describes strategic communication as the “coordinated actions, messages, images, and other forms of signaling or engagement intended to inform, influence, or persuade selected audiences in support of national objectives.” Professor Phil Taylor identifies four pillars of strategic communication, including 1) Information Operations; 2) Psychological Operations (the official DoD term is MISO); 3) Public Diplomacy; and 4) Public Affairs. Appointing a single advocate responsible for integrating each of the strategic communication pillars will prove essential in building out the currently disjointed framework in order to harmonize the effects of information operations across the continuum of conflict.

In this light, promoting an office focused on any one single information related capability, for example one with an emphasis only on MISO or Public Affairs, would fail to capitalize on the potential advantages afforded through aligning the multitude of IRCs under a unifying framework. With an organizational construct to better orchestrate a synchronized
information campaign, the department will need to develop and consolidate a robust operational approach, which will enable the dissemination and facilitation of messaging to reach key networks and audiences.

A DoD Information Operations Center (DIOC) is required to effectively integrate and synchronize the elements and organizations that implement and support information operations. A critical function of a DIOC then would be the coordination and “deconfliction” of messaging across organizations, combatant commands, agencies, and departments. The intent is to harmonize the delivery and effects of messaging, while avoiding the potential for information fratricide. The Joint Staff National Military Command Center or the National Counter Terrorism Center may offer a framework for managing information operations worth benchmarking.
Figure 2. Notional Defense Information Operations Center as part of the OUSD(IO).

Legend:
- MISO: Military Information Support Operations
- MILDEC: Military Deception
- OPSEC: Operations Security
- J-2: Intelligence Directorate
- J-2X: Counterintelligence and Human Intelligence
- J-3: Operations Staff
- J-4: Logistics Directorate
- J-5: Plans Directorate
- J-6: Communications Systems Directorate
- J-7: Force Development Directorate
- J-9: Civil-Military Operations Directorate
- SOF: Special Operations Forces
- STO: Special Technical Operations

Source: Author.
The OUSD(IO) should be designated the centralized authority responsible for the overall information strategy and nested themes. A centralized authority ensures that all the IRCs, department heads, and defense agencies are working towards a common goal, and would therefore synchronize and integrate the previously uncoordinated initiatives of stove-piped IRCs. This approach is consistent with the United States desired end state, where

“through operations, actions, and activities in the information environment, DoD has the ability to affect the decision-making and behavior of adversaries and designated others to gain advantage across the range of military operations.”\(^\text{61}\)

The following matrix assists in understanding how organizing for strategic and cyber-enabled information operations across all phases and the continuum of conflict may promote integrating, synchronizing, and harmonizing civil and military efforts. As such, it can aid representatives responsible for a specific information related capability with identifying priorities and measures of effectiveness for each operational phase. The OUSD(IO) must ensure that strategic and cyber-enabled information operations are not only coordinated and “deconflicted,” but also harmonized as the sum of the parts move towards unity of effort. New cyber tools may be necessary to optimize effectiveness, as well as updated authorities to use them offensively when appropriate.

**Table 1. Information Operations Integrating, Synchronizing, and Harmonizing Matrix.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuum of Conflict</th>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Shaping/Deter</th>
<th>Seize Initiative</th>
<th>Hostilities</th>
<th>Termination</th>
<th>Post-Hostility</th>
<th>Stabilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Describe Policy Goals / Conduct Operations to Inform and Shape JIE</td>
<td>Obtain Surprise</td>
<td>Dominate JIE / Deliver themes to inform and shape behaviors</td>
<td>Assessment of Attitudes</td>
<td>Describe Current and Desired Behaviors</td>
<td>Describe Behavior to Inform and Shape Perceptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: The author adopted this matrix from a tool the Army War College originally developed in 1992 that William Flavin later updated and referenced to assist in Planning for Conflict Termination and Post-Conflict Success. Legend: JIE – Joint Information Environment. Source: Author.

Summary and Conclusions

This article used an approach similar to Maj Wedemeyer’s 1941 assessment for constructing the World War II victory plan: In order to know how to organize for operations in the future, one first must know what missions one will execute. To prepare for future challenges across the continuum of conflict, the United States must be postured to manage and exploit the effects of information by conducting and defending against strategic information operations. Toward this end, the United States will need to engage in operations through multiple domains to capture data and process intelligence to identify malign actors and understand their intentions in order to counter the use of “ideas, images, and violence designed to manipulate the United States and its allies.” 62 Practitioners must employ defensive activities concurrently with offensive information operations to support achievement of national and military objectives. As the USG currently fields these capabilities among multiple stove-piped organizations and agencies, it therefore lacks efficiencies normally gained through combined action, unity of command, and unity of effort. These efforts include public affairs, political warfare, political advocacy, public diplomacy, and psychological (MISO) operations.

A solution to remedy these challenges, consistent with 2018 NDAA congressional direction, is for the DoD to create a new organization and designate an Under Secretary of Defense for Information Operations (USD(IO)) responsible for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations. The USD(IO)’s responsibilities would include strategy development and coordination authority for all information related capabilities. The new organizational framework enables a sophisticated mechanism to generate, coordinate, “deconflict,” and manage the delivery of strategic messaging to achieve national and departmental information objectives through the full spectrum of intelligence, counterintelligence, diplomatic, economic, and other appropriate capabilities. Similarly, the organization would be responsible for countering an adversary’s use of their information capabilities.
Without an information office responsible for countering Russian or another adversary’s messaging with truthful, reliable, and credible information, disinformation or propaganda will trammel the effectiveness of USG diplomatic efforts abroad, or contribute to a loss of confidence in the government and its systems.

The creation of an organization responsible for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations postures the USG for dominance in the information environment. Further, a cognizable organizational framework will enable integration, synchronization, and harmonization of information and cyber-enabled activities making the joint force more lethal. It will take time and resources to achieve maturation in how the United States and DoD organizes for strategic information and cyber-enabled information operations. Presidential and Congressional engagement may prove necessary. There will be risk with an organizational change that may inadvertently or adversely impact associated efforts, and adjustments may be required. Ultimately, operationalizing the USD(IO) organizational construct can overcome these challenges to unify and focus America’s vast information capabilities to win engagements fought across multiple domains in the future.
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